MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
with 95JC

Directed by: Kamau Kenyatta
with special guest Curtis Taylor

Monday, June 5, 2017 at 7:00PM
Conrad Prebys Music Center | Concert Hall

Program

Isabel the Liberator - Larry Willis, arr. Kamau Kenyatta
Boogie Stop Shuffle - Charles Mingus, arr. Marc Olsher
All I Ask - Adele, arr. Alec Hamilton
My Funny Valentine - Richard Rodgers
Strasbourg/St. Denis - Roy Hargrove
Black Nile - Wayne Shorter, arr. Garrett Sigler
Edith and the Kingpin - Herbie Hancock
Spring Festival - Jonathan Shamblen
African Skies - Michael Brecker
Hush, Hush, Hush - Herbie Hancock
Dame La Luz - Omar Sosa, arr. Garrett Sigler/Kamau Kenyatta

Members

Vocals: Donjae Kim, Krista Oen, Kylee Quitayen, Miranda Evans, Ryan Matsumura
Trumpet: Curtis Taylor, Desiree Leonard, Johnny D'Agostini, Lawrence Lee
Alto Saxophone: Dylan Greicius, Kristina Manilay, Martin Galvan
Tenor Saxophone: Chris Gross, Kinuth Gelmo, Nick Belida
Clarinet: Jonathan Shamblen
Flute: Dylan Greicius, Nick Belida
Piano: Alec Hamilton, Francis Le, Noah Hermansen
Guitar: Brandon Slater, Martin Chapman, Nicolas Calle
Bass: Emmet Webster, Jeremiah McElwee, Marc Olsher
Vibes: Eric Truong
Pan and Percussion: Andreas Cella
Drumset and Percussion: Garrett Sigler, Max Rossip, Nolan Fewell
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